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Abstract. Time series data is composed of observations of one or more
variables along a time period. By analyzing the variability of the variables
we can reveal patterns that repeat or that are correlated, which helps
to understand the behaviour of the variables over time. Our method
finds frequent distributions of a target variable in time series data and
discovers relationships between frequent distributions in consecutive time
intervals. The frequent distributions are found using a new method, and
relationships between them are found using association rules mining.

1 Introduction

Time series data is constituted by a set of observations, each of them recorded at
a specific time [5]. It can be defined by one or more variables that are measured
in each observation. Keeping track of the variable’s values along the time allows
to study their variability and possibly obtain patterns that repeat or that are
correlated.

This paper addresses the problem of finding patterns in time series data, in
the form of distributions, and discovering the relationships between them in con-
secutive time intervals. After dividing the dataset in equal-sized time windows,
it measures the distance between the target distributions using the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov (KS) distance. When the distance between two distributions is below
a threshold, we consider these distributions to be the same pattern. Whenever
a distribution is not similar to any previously discovered pattern, we consider
it a new pattern. In the end, we only keep the patterns (distributions) that are
frequent according to a minimum support defined by the user.

Finally, we use association rules mining to find relationships between patterns
on consecutive time windows. After defining a minimum support and confidence
for the rules, the method will pair the time windows that are consecutive, labeling
the pattern in the previous window as antecedent and the pattern in the next
window as consequent. The method obtains the rules between antecedents and
consequents which have values of support and confidence above the minimum.

After running the method, we could obtain distinct patterns of players’ speed
in football data and of price in electricity and AWS data. In the three cases, the
method could find interesting association rules between the patterns found.
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2 Background and Related Work

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Statistical Test (KS test) is a statistical test which mea-
sures the equality of one-dimensional probability distributions. The KS statistic
can be used to quantify the distance between two empirical distribution func-
tions. Jorge et al. [7] also used this statistical test in their Distribution Rules
method to measure the distance between a distribution of a target variable and
a reference distribution.

Association Rules Mining is an area of Data Mining which studies ways of finding
relationships between items in a dataset [1]. The relationships come in the form
of implications X =⇒ Y , which are referred as rules. X and Y are itemsets,
where X is the antecedent and Y the consequent. To measure the relevance of
the rules, we check if the itemset X ∪Y is observed frequently enough (support)
and if the rule is verified frequently enough (confidence).

EP-MEANS proposed Henderson et al. [6], can be used to find patterns in the
variability of one variable. This method clusters probability distributions regard-
ing a target attribute. It is based in the K-means clustering algorithm [4] and the
Earth Mover’s Distance [8]. EP-MEANS has to pass through the data multiple
times in order to get the centroids that will represent each pattern, which can
be time consuming.

SPAM (Sequential PAttern Mining), proposed by Ayres et al. [3], can be used to
find relationships between sequential time intervals. This method finds frequent
itemsets sequences by building a lexicographic tree of sequences. Since we are
only interested in finding the relationships between patterns in two consecutive
timesteps, we chose not to use this method, for simplicity.

3 Proposed Method

We propose Frequent Distributions, a method which discovers frequent distri-
butions of a variable, which we refer to as profiles. This method also uses asso-
ciation rule mining to look for relationships between the profiles in consecutive
time intervals.

3.1 Finding Frequent Distributions

Let us define a univariate time series dataset (D) as a table with n rows and 3
columns that come in the format {value, t, entity}, where t ∈ T and entity ∈ E.
We call E = {entity1, . . . , entityk} the entities, where k is the number of entities
represented in D, and we call T = [tfirst, tlast] the timesteps, where tfirst and
tlast are the first and last timesteps registered in D. Each row rt,entityi

represents
an observation for one entity at a specific timestep. It can be formally defined
as rtx,entityi

= {value(x,i), tx, entityi}.
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A profile (pf ) is defined as an empirical distribution of the values of a variable
during a time interval of size wsize. D will have a fixed set of profiles of the
variable (PFvariable = {pf1, ..., pfn}) and the variability of variable can switch
between the different profiles over time. For example, when looking at records of
electricity consumption, we will probably have PFconsumption = {pfday, pfnight}.
For pfday, the distribution will include lower values, as opposed to pfnight, which
will include higher values due to the need for artificial lighting during the night.

The Frequent Distribution mining approach iteratively discovers new pro-
files of a target variable (target) in the time series data. It starts by splitting
the data into time windows of size wsize, and then makes one pass through
them sequentially. For each time window tw = [t0, . . . , twsize], we observe
Disttarget(tw, entity) for each entity ∈ E and try to assign each Disttarget

to a profile. This is done by checking the distance between the distributions and
the discovered profiles. Any distance distribution metric can be used, but, for
simplicity we use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistical test as in [7]. A distribu-
tion is assigned to a known profile pf if distance(Disttarget, pf) < θ. The value
of θ is in the range [0, 1] and is defined by the user. If distance(Disttarget, pfi) ≥
θ,∀pfi ∈ PFtarget, where PFtarget is the set of profiles, then the new profile
Disttarget is added to PFtarget. Finally, the profiles in PFtarget which have a
support below minsupp are discarded. The minsupp is decided by the final user.
The pseudocode for Frequent Distributions is shown in Algorithm 1.

Input: target, wsize, θ, minsupp
begin

profiles list ; // Initialize with the initialization method described

foreach time window tw of size wsize do
foreach entity do

entity distribution ←− Disttarget (tw, entity);
is distribution distinct ←− True;
foreach pf in profiles list do

if distance(entity distribution, pf) < θ then
is distribution distinct ←− False;
pf.count ←− pf.count + 1;

else
Add entity distribution to profiles list ;

end

end

end

end
frequent profiles ←− All profile in profiles list where
profile.count > minsupp;

return frequent profiles;
end

Algorithm 1. Frequent Distributions algorithm
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3.2 Initialization of the Profiles Set

For this method to work, first we need to initialize PF. The initialization is
done by observing Disttarget(twfirst, entity) for each entity ∈ E. Then, we
calculate the distance between those distributions and put them in a symmetric
matrix, where the column and row indexes correspond to the entity indexes in
E. This matrix is then binarized. Values above θ are set to 1, which represent the
distributions which were different from each other, and all other values are set
to 0. Finally, we group the distributions which have a 0 in the binarized matrix.
In each group, the distribution whose entity has the lowest index will be added
to PF as a profile.

3.3 Combining with Association Rules Mining

We can combine the Frequent Distributions with Association Rules mining by
adding extra steps to the method. The objective is to obtain association rules
that, for each entity, measure the transition between profiles in consecutive time
windows. We will refer to the consecutive time windows as twx and twx+1,
where twx+1 is the window that immediately follows twx. For example, it would
be interesting to observe that, for a given target attribute, a profile A is always
followed by a profile B in the next time window.

In order to do this, first we have to have a record of the profiles observed for
each pair (tw, entity). Afterwards, we need to find the frequent itemsets that will
be used in the association rules mining. Each itemset will be composed of a pair
of consecutive profiles: a previous profile, observed in twx, and a next profile,
observed in twx+1. So, we need to scan through the time series and obtain, for
each (twx, twx+1), the pair of consecutive profiles. After obtaining all the itemsets
in the last step, we use the Apriori algorithm [2] to find the itemsets that are
frequent and afterward use association rules mining to find the association rules.
An itemset is considered frequent if the support for that itemset is higher than
a user-defined minimum support. Also, in our approach, an association rule will
only be considered relevant if its confidence value is higher than the user-defined
minimum confidence threshold.

We could have used Sequential Pattern Mining [3] to obtain these relation-
ships. However, in order to simplify, we chose to use association rules mining.

4 Results

To test our method, we use data from 3 sources. The first source, which we call
Source A, contains football (soccer) spatiotemporal data. The data has multiple
datasets, each one representing the xy positions of the players during one match,
and from the xy positions we could calculate the speed of the players. The second
and third sources are the well-known Electricity and AWS datasets1. Given the
big number of instance types on the AWS dataset, we decided to use a subset
of the data corresponding to the m4.large instance type and the Linux/UNIX
operative system.
1 https://moa.cms.waikato.ac.nz/datasets/.

https://moa.cms.waikato.ac.nz/datasets/
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In the datasets from Source A, we used the Frequent Distributions to look for
speed profiles of players and relationships between the profiles (target = speed).
In the Electricity dataset, we focused on the electricity prices (target = price).
In the AWS dataset, the focus was the server prices (target = price). For that,
we tested different values in the parameters. In all experiments , θ values varied
between 0.6-0.9, and minsupp value was 0.01. Also, all rules with lift less or equal
to 1 were discarded. In experiments with Source A’s data, we used 100, 200 and
600 as the wsize value; with the Electricity dataset, we used 48, 96 and 144; and
with the AWS dataset, we used 1440; In Source A, the wsize values correspond
to a number of seconds times 10 (for example, wsize = 50 corresponds to a
5-s time window). In the Electricity dataset, the wsize values correspond to the
number of half hours in the time window (for example, wsize = 48 corresponds
to 48 half hours, which is the same as a day). In the AWS dataset, the wsize
values correspond to the number of minutes in the time window.

In all experiments we chose the wsize according to the time length of the
profiles we wanted to obtain. We observed that the smaller the wsize, the more
profiles are found. This can be explained by the fact that having smaller win-
dows implies that each distribution will include fewer examples. Fewer examples
lead to more variability between the distributions observed, which in the end
translates into finding more profiles.

In the experiments made, the values for θ were chosen empirically. However,
since we are looking for distinct profiles, we set the minimum distance to 0.6.
On the other hand, when the distances are too big (>0.9) only very few distinct
profiles were found. This can be explained by the fact that a higher θ implies
that more distributions will be considered similar to each other.

From the results of Source A, we can observe 3 main profiles. (Figure 1).
There is one profile for standing still/walking (Fig. 1c), a second profile for slow
running (Fig. 1a) and third profile for bursts of speed (Fig. 1b). This third profile
has more variability, where the speed observed ranges from 0 to 22 km/h. This
can mean that, in this profile, the player is not always running but increases and
decreases his speed considerably.

Fig. 1. Speed profiles of players obtained in Source A, with wsize = 200 and θ = 0.7.
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Regarding the relationships between profiles, it was found that is common
for players to switch from the running profile to the slow running one (Rules
1, 2, 3 and 4 of Table 1). Also, it was found that was common for players to
switch from the standing still/walking to the slow running profile (Rules 5 and
6 of Table 1). It was also found that was common for players to keep in the
slow running profile (Rules 7, 8 and 9 of Table 1). All rules show that these
phenomenons happened more than 50% of the times for multiple players across
some of Source A’s experiments. This reveals that, in the Source A dataset,
players have a tendency to keep in the slow running profile or to return to it
after being in a different profile.

Table 1. Most important rules found in Source A’s data

Rule id Antecedent Consequent Support Confidence Lift No. of players wsize θ

1 Profile 1 Profile 0 3–16% 50–58% 1.01–1.09 8 100 0.7

2 Profile 1 Profile 0 3% 50% 1.02 1 100 0.8

3 Profile 1 Profile 0 7–21% 50–53% 1.01–1.02 5 200 0.7

4 Profile 1 Profile 0 5%,11% 66%,73% 1.07,1.11 2 600 0.6

5 Profile 2 Profile 0 6–20% 50–53% 1.01 3 100 0.7

6 Profile 2 Profile 0 6% 50% 1.01 1 200 0.7

7 Profile 0 Profile 0 25–31% 51–56% 1.01–1.1 12 100 0.7

8 Profile 0 Profile 0 25% 50% 1.01 1 200 0.7

9 Profile 0 Profile 0 26–38% 51–62% 1.01–1.03 18 600 0.6

In the Electricity dataset, in the experiment with wsize = 144 and θ = 0.8,
there were found 7 profiles. The profiles are shown in Fig. 2.

The rules found were only relative to the Victoria state, and are shown in
Table 2. The rules show that, in more than 60% of the times that Victoria state
was in the profile 3, it remained in that profile. This profile is one of the profiles
which includes the lowest prices. This means that, when the price of electricity
is low for 2 days (wsize = 144), it is likely to continue for the next 2 days.

Table 2. Association rules found in the Electricity dataset relative to the Victoria
state

Rule id Antecedent Consequent Support Confidence Lift

1 Profile 3 Profile 3 24% 62% 1.58

In the AWS dataset, in the experiment with wsize = 1440 and θ = 0.9, there
were found 7 profiles. A temporal representation of the values of each profile is
shown in Fig. 3.

We found rules relatively to the instances of the two regions that corre-
spond to Canada: ca-central-1a and ca-central-1b, which are shown in Table 3.
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(a) Profile 0,
supp=19.3%

(b) Profile 1,
supp=19.6%

(c) Profile 2,
supp=19.8%

(d) Profile 3,
supp=16%

(e) Profile 4,
supp=11.7%

(f) Profile 5,
supp=8.5%

(g) Profile 6,
supp=5.0%

Fig. 2. Profiles of the electricity prices. Note that the scales may be different between
plots.

They show that, in more than 55% of the times that the prices of the canadian
servers were in profile 3 or 6, they remained in that profile. These two profiles
are the ones that include the lowest prices, which can mean that, when canadian
servers have the lowest prices during one day (wsize = 1440), it is likely that
the prices keep low on the next day.

Fig. 3. Variation of the values of each AWS profile of price, relatively to all instances
m4.large, Linux/UNIX, regardless of the region
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Table 3. Association rules found in the AWS dataset relative to the Canadian region

Rule id Antecedent Consequent Support Confidence Lift Region

1 Profile 3 Profile 3 13% 62% 2.55 ca-central-1a

2 Profile 6 Profile 6 10% 92% 8.52 ca-central-1a

3 Profile 3 Profile 3 13% 55% 2.16 ca-central-1b

4 Profile 6 Profile 6 9% 88% 8.50 ca-central-1b

5 Conclusion

We propose a preliminary study on what we refer as Frequent Distributions,
a method to find distributions (profiles) of variables in time series data and
relationships between them in consecutive time intervals.

As future we want to improve the initialization and obtain profiles with
more than one variable. Also, sequential pattern mining could be used to obtain
relationships that are not limited just to two consecutive time windows.
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